
In 2009, 2011, 2014 NSS asked various DWR-Resources representatives what is the correct formula for converting 
cfs flow into gallons and acre-feet.  This question was asked because it was noticed that the formulas used by DWR 
were different than what USGS and other government agencies use.  DWR documents from 2000 to 2010 published 
conversion charts, and one from 2001 related to model results, such as CalSim 1 (at that time) provide conversion 
charts.  Using an incorrect formula can result in an assumption of too much flow or too little flow, depending on which 
conversion table was used.  Considering how much each acre-foot makes for water contractors, use of correct 
formulas would be important, one would think.  As an example, if DWR and SWC were underreporting diversions 
because of use of an incorrect conversion formula when converting cfs to gallons to acre feet, the result would be 
additional acre feet available for sale.  Based on the chart to the right, each additional acre foot available for sale 
would generate approximate $600 more income.  

It is noted that for CalSim 3 DWR has recently updated the conversion formulas, which may explain the differences 
shown in the flow chart comparisons for that report.  Perhaps California Waterboard should itself publish its own 
water-related conversion chart and direct that all computer modeling and reports submitted to Waterboard be certified 
by the report author and computer modeler(s) that the conversion formulas used match exactly the conversion 
formula published by Waterboard.

http://www.deltarevision.com/it_depends_on_who_is_counting.html

It appears the “DOSS” chart above showing Delta outflow
by year uses the data from the original 2013 Delta outflow
data that DWR later changed.  So which is correct flow data?
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Does One Acre Foot equal 324,900 gallons or 325,900 gallons?
Does One Cubic Foot Per Second equal 646,320 or 646,272 gallons per day?
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